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QUESTION 1

After the alarm inversion function is enabled, board alarm status, including alarm indicators, will change, and the alarm
status data on the NE and on the NMS will be updated accordingly. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What working modes are supported by clocks of an SDH NE? 

A. Synchronizing 

B. Tracing 

C. holdover 

D. Free-run 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to plan the MS when gold services exist on an ASON network. Which of the following are true about MS
planning? 

A. If only a few gold services exist, upgrade the gold services to diamond services. 

B. The MS should cover all nodes on which gold services are required to be configured. Multiple MSs can be used to
cover more nodes on a complex network. 

C. If the gold services take up less than half of the optical path resources, set part of the MS for the gold services, in
other words, only part of the VC-4 resources on the MS are allocated for the gold services. 

D. Services should be evenly distributed in an MS. Avoid high bandwidth utilization in certain portion of an MS but low
bandwidth utilization in other portion of the MS. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following are true about tunnel services? 

A. A tunnel is an ASON service path. 
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B. An ASON service and a traditional service can be converted to each other. 

C. Tunnel levels include diamond, gold, silver, or copper. 

D. You do not need to manually create or delete the lower order cross-connections between a line board and a tributary
board. 

E. A tunnel cannot be optimized. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following functions, when enabled, allows the transmitting laser of an optical port to be automatically shut
down when the IN port fails to receive signals? 

A. LCAS 

B. ALS 

C. ALC 

D. LPT 

Correct Answer: B 
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